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Before Doing Anything …

1. Figure out who is the audience 

2. Figure out what you want to say



Start Strong



Start Strong
What problem are you solving? 

What will be the impact if you solve the problem? 

Why is the problem challenging? / Why hasn't it 
been solved? 

What is your approach to solving the problem?  

What is your insight? Why do you think it will 
work? 

What are the contributions of this paper?





"The radiance-from-irradiance problem as 
discussed in this paper is addressed by 
Preisendorfer in his treatise on hydrologic 
optics. He considers the recovery of 
radiance, given irradiance at all surface 
orientations. Preisendorfer’s conclusion is 
that irradiance and radiance are equivalent 
and that irradiance can be inverted to give 
the input radiance. By deriving a simple 
closed-form formula, we will show that this 
assertion is not true." 

On the relationship between Radiance and Irradiance: Determining the 
illumination from images of a convex Lambertian object Journal of the 
Optical Society of America (JOSA A) Oct 2001, pages 2448-2459 



Scientific Publication 
Should be Simple

State the problem precisely 

Present your solution clearly 

Provide solid evidence that your solution is 
true (prove it or experimentally verify it) 

Paper should accepted! 

(Not all reviewers think this way!)



Outline for a System Paper
1. Design goals 

2. Design issues 

3. Overview 

4. Implementation 

5. Evaluation 

6. Lessons Learned 

7. Related work 

8. Limitations



Hardest Part: Evaluation
What is your strategy for evaluating 
your system? 

Compare to the best published systems 
that attempt to solve the same problem 

Describe experiments, present findings 

Performance is easy; other criteria are 
harder



Figure Tips
Explain figures (KF §8) 

One major point per figure (KF §9) 

Should be able to read figures by themselves 

Scientific American-style captions 

Link figures and text (same page, refer to figure details in 
text) 

Invest in learning tools 

■Data analysis and graphing (avoid excel for graphs) 

■Diagram tools





How to be Efficient
Obtain preliminary promising results 

Figure out what you want to say 

Generate a placeholder title, abstract, and author 
list 

Generate results 

Generate (prototype) figures 

Storyboard your paper in power points 

Flush out the outline section by section, pp by pp







John Coltrane

“I start in the middle 
of a sentence and  
move in both  
directions at once.”



Writing Tips
Write like J. K. Rowlings 

Strike adjectives (new, novel, interesting, …) 

Error on the side of extra structure (sections, itemized 
lists, …) 

Rearrange to coalesce repeated topics 

Add topic sentences for each paragraph (in comments) 

Structure flow as inference : if this then that  … 

Give the why before the what



Finish Strong



Finish Strong
Future work 

■ Start with limitations 

■ Start with the obvious next step 
(remove a limitation) 

■ Finish with most exciting direction 

■ Emphasize impact




